Meeting May 21-22, 2015
Tilburg University

Friday May 22
Room PZ 043

09:15 – 09:30  Opening Massimiliano Spotti & Jan Blommaert
   *Int. Hum: Super-diversity, complexity and emergent spaces of learning*

09:30 – 10:15  Presentation Kathleen Easlick
   *Policy approaches and a hierarchy of languages*

10:15 – 11:00  Presentation Shuang Gao
   *Interactional straining and the neoliberal self: Learning English in the biggest English corner in China*

11:00 – 11:15  Coffee break

11:15 – 12:00  Presentation Adrian Blackledge
   *Understanding ‘voice’ in a city market*

12:00 – 12:45  Presentation Sam Holmes
   *Superdiversity through the backdoor: Enlisting cultural organisations in the shift from a multiculturalism to a superdiversity paradigm in creative multilingual education projects*

13:00  Lunch at Esplanade

14:00 – 14:45  Presentation Rob Moore
   *Learning the Irish language in Protestant East Belfast: A prospectus*

14:45 – 15:30  Presentation Tom Bartlett
   *Emergent voices: Popular participation in (super)diverse Centring Institutions*

15:30 – 16:15  Forward look: Super-diversity, complexity and emergent spaces of learning